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About
BOS Canada
BOS Canada is an independent, registered Canadian charity founded to support orangutan conservation and raise awareness of the threats to
orangutan survival. We are dedicated to protecting wild and rehabilitant orangutans and
their native habitat. Activities in Canada focus
on education and fundraising. The funds we
raise mainly support orangutan protection in
the field, in Indonesia and Malaysia, e.g., rescuing
displaced wild orangutans, rehabilitating excaptives to forest life, surveying and protecting
existing orangutan populations and habitat, and
conservation education. We operate entirely by
dedicated volunteers to minimize administrative
costs and ensure that the funds we raise reach
the projects we support in the field.

From the
Executive Director
THE orangutan events of 2016 were both bad
news. One remained the terrible El Niñocaused drought and fires that damaged orangutan habitat throughout their range; they did not
end about mid-year. Conditions are now better,
but it will take years to bring them back to
“normal” because of the severity of the damage.
The second was the IUCN decision to reclassify
the Bornean orangutan from Endangered to
Critically Endangered, even closer to extinction
due to progressing destruction of their habitat.
Since the drought’s end, our Kutai NP team has
been transplanting seedlings of orangutan food
species into badly drought damaged forest. We
transplant only 20-30 seedlings at a time but
doing so regularly will eventually lead to large
numbers of new trees. We also progressed in
finalizing a long-term collaboration with the
park authority for orangutan conservation as
well as research; included is a multi-year forest
enrichment project funded by Indianapolis Zoo.
Orangutans in Kutai National Park. I spent
four months at our orangutan project in Kutai
NP. In addition to the work noted above, we
continued and extended our research at the
second site we use. Currently important efforts
have been assessing where orangutans found
refuge during the worst El Niño conditions and
how mothers with offspring (especially with 2
offspring) are coping. AND several of our photos of E Bornean orangutans are now posted on
the IUCN’s Red List of Endangered Species web-

Labu, adult female in Kutai National Park,
and 6 mo old infant Luna. ©OK project, 2016
site., so great to help make them more prominent.
At home, we sponsored two excellent talks by Dr.
ML Jensvold, now at the Fauna Foundation, on communicating with chimpanzees: one open to the public, the other for Toronto Zoo staff.
Our members have been active on other fronts.
Adam Bebko is analyzing GPS data on orangutan
travel patterns for our main Kutai NP orangutan
study area. Josh Smith is completing his PhD research project on great ape gestures. Purwo Kuncoro and I participated in the 2016 orangutan PHVA.
Sarah Iannicello visited our Kutai NP field sites for a
project on orangutan arboreal travel. Kristin Andrews and I participated in the biennial Int’l Primatology Congress in Chicago (Aug, 2016).
Donations. We received numerous personal donations plus $2,000 USD from the Orangutan Conservancy and $100,000 USD from Indianapolis Zoo. OC
and IZ funds are designated for research and conservation work in Kutai NP, in collaboration with the
Kutai orangutan project and the park office.
BOS Canada Conservation Grants. We are now
completing assessments of applications for our 2016
Conservation Grants. Progress reports for two projects we funded last year are in this newsletter,
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The 2015-16 El Niño
Outlook for Borneo & for orangutans in Kutai National Park
Anne Russon, Purwo Kuncoro, & Agnes Ferisa
Orangutan Kutai Project & Glendon College, York University, Toronto
2016 has been another difficult
year for orangutans, including
those in Kutai NP. The El Niño
that started in 2015 grew into one
of the most severe on record,
lasted until mid-2016, and followed
a similar but less severe ‘near’ El
Niño in 2014 (if this interests you,
see the NOAA link on p. 18).
For orangutans and their forests,
El Niño causes severe, prolonged
drought. And droughts are typically
accompanied by forest fires.
Droughts don’t cause forest fires –
people do, often deliberately – but
they create forest conditions in
which fires are easily started and
spread fast and far. Orangutans
mainly feed on plants and travel in

the trees so drought and fires, for
them, mean vanishing food supplies
and brittle travel supports.
By the end of 2015, our field assistants had detected and put out a
forest fire inside Kutai NP near one
of the field posts we use. Fortunately
no other fires were set in our research area, but we saw many others
just outside the park. I wasn’t there
through most of the drought, but did
see its start and end. While I was
leaving at the end of 2015 to return
to my university work in Canada, I
saw the results of one fire that had
already destroyed many homes in
the city adjacent to the park and another raging out of control in nearby
forest. When I returned in the

spring of 2016 for my regular research
season, views of the park’s forest from
the road were dominated by leafless,
often burn-blackened tree skeletons.
Our research area escaped burning
but the canopy was much more open
than normal because many trees had
died or fallen, much hotter and drier,
and vegetation on the forest floor was
wilted and brown. I saw nowhere near
the wildlife we normally see near camp
- birds, civets (musang), monitor lizards, forest pigs, even insects – and
the forest was deathly quiet. At night
in my room with the light on, I could
leave windows open and no insects
flew in; normally they flock to lights.
As for orangutans, we found almost
none in the north-western “Mentoko”
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part of our research area during the
drought and we do not yet know for
sure where they took refuge. We
did find more in the south-east part
of our research area, perhaps because it is cut by several streams and
for that reason continued to produce some orangutan foods.
Our assistants there reported outsider orangutans entering that area
at the height of the drought, probably in search of food, and active
fights between female orangutans.
One fight was between two resident
females with adjacent ranges, a second between a resident and an intruding outsider. The resident ultimately chased the outsider away. In
escaping, the outsider and her infant
fell about 8m to the ground, which
could have caused serious injury.
Female orangutans are normally unfriendly to females who are not their
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kin but they rarely fight actively, fights
that lead to injuries are extremely
rare, and we had never before seen
encounters this aggressive. The only
other report of a serious female
orangutan fight was in Central Borneo in 2015, when food was also
probably scarce (see New Scientist
web link on p. 18). Our guess is that
drought-caused food scarcities precipitated these fights, plus the outsider’s daring to enter an area where
she was certainly unwelcome.
To make things even more difficult,
two females in our south-eastern
area, Labu and Bayur, had new infants
late in 2015 – just when conditions
were worsening. Bornean females
often become sexually receptive and
pregnant after an El Niño drought
ends: the drought’s end is typically
followed by mass fruit production
and good new vegetation growth,

females quickly gain weight, that
triggers sexually receptivity, mating
and pregnancy, and infants are born
about 8 months later. The “failed”
El Niño of 2014-15 (see NOAA
link, p. 18) may have been strong
enough to trigger a food production boom that enabled females to
reproduce.
Unfortunately, females who did so
then had to support young infants
through the much worse 2015-16
drought. Labu also still cares for
her older juvenile, Langit, so she
had to find food for all three of
them. Labu was in both femalefemale fights we observed, perhaps
an indication of the degree of food
stress she was experiencing. Both
mothers, their infants, and the dependent juvenile are alive and well,
so they found enough food to survive. We don’t know whether oth-
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Planting new trees
Left photo: Some of our forest nursery. We collect tree seedlings within
the park, from tree species that
orangutans are know to use for food.
As long as the rains hold we will
keep planting them, a few at a time,
at locations in need of new growth.
Right photo: One of our field assistants tagging a seedling we just planted, in a shaded area near our post.

er mothers were as successful or the few other reports that suggest mother feeding in different trees,
lucky, but E Bornean orangutans are OS are for E Bornean orangutans, the juvenile helping with infant care,
famous for resilience so at least and colleagues studying Bornean gradually decreasing maternal offers
some other mothers and young off- orangutans elsewhere are now find- and juvenile requests for help, etc.
We aim to observe this trio as long
ing OS.
spring should have survived.
Another point of interest is Labu, If OS occurs in East and perhaps as they stay together, to see how
the mother with two dependent other Bornean orangutans, an im- they manage this difficult job.
youn g, becau se the female portant question is how mothers El Niño conditions were slower
orangutans typically care for only and juveniles offset the increased than normal in ending but finally did,
one offspring at a time. They do not energetic costs of staying together mid-2016, and rains started. Unfornormally care for several offspring given their limited food supplies. tunately the La Niña predicted to
simultaneously, or offspring stack Possibilities include juvenile and follow El Niño did not materialize. In
our area La Niña brings
(OS), as humans and
higher than normal
some other species do.
rainfall, which would
Reasons are not entirely
have helped consideraunderstood, but limited
bly in enabling new vegfood supply is probably
etation growth.
important: food resources may be too
I am returning to Borpoor to support more
neo at the end of Nothan one. Labu, howevvember, when rainy
er, has now been supseason has normally
porting both her infant
started, and will get a
Luna and her juvenile
better look at how well
Langit for a whole year,
‘normal’ conditions are
including the 2015-16
resuming and their efdrought, and all three
fects on forest flora
are doing well. Reports
and fauna. It will take
from long term field asdecades for the forest
sistants and Kutai NP
to recover to its prepark staff also suggest
fire/drought condition
that OS has happened
but plant growth is rapFinally, once the drought ended, a period of good fruit availability (figs here)
several times in the past,
id with good rains.
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Continuation of the Human-Orangutan Conflict (HOC)
Community Prevention Units
Dr. Gail Campbell-Smith, YIARI, Ketapang, W. Kalimantan

Editor’s Note. We were pleased to support
the continuation of the HOC Prevention
work that YIARI, with Gail Campbell-Smith,
undertook with impressive success last year.

Bornean
(Pongo
pygmaeus)
orangutans are Critically Endangered: their populations have declined by 50- 80% in the last 60-75
years (Ancrenaz et al, 2016). These
declines are attributed primarily to
habitat fragmentation, native habitat
loss due to conversion to agriculture, retribution killing from cropraiding conflict, and hunting for
bushmeat and the wildlife trade (e.g.,
killing females and capturing infants)
(Meijaard et al. 2011; Davis et al.
2013; Abram et al. 2015).
As a result, the orangutan’s range is
becoming increasingly small due to
the growing matrix of heavily human
-altered landscapes interspersed
with natural forest patches of varying shapes and sizes.
Such conversions contribute to the
influx of wild orangutans into Rescue
and Rehabilitation centres in Borneo
and Sumatra. Currently, there are an
estimated ±1,500 rescued orangutans in such centres in various stages of rehabilitation. These numbers
are likely to increase, at least in the
immediate future, due to the economic importance of palm oil and
other plantation crops across Indonesia and Malaysia.
Up to 75% of orangutans live outside
protected areas (Wich et al. 2008,
2012), so understanding how we
might integrate human-dominated

landscapes into orangutan conserva- This team has been functioning since
tion strategies is a high priority.
March 2016.
In 2009, we (Yayasan IAR Indonesia,
YIARI) established the first orangutan Rescue, Rehabilitation and Conservation centre in the province of
West Kalimantan. We currently
have over orangutans at our fully
equipped
rehabilitation
centre.
While rehabilitation is one of the
ways to protect orangutans, YIARI
has always tried to tackle the root
cause of the problem. With the
kind support of BOS-Canada, we
have been able to expand the work
of our Human-Orangutan Conflict
(HOC) Community Prevention
Units over the past 12 months.

Our community teams have jointly
patrolled their respective village
farmlands for a total 359 days over
the past 12 months. Throughout the
year they were also called by local
communities to verify HOC situations on an extra 90 occasions, mainly for crop-raiding by orangutans (75
incidents) and another 15 times in
response to women reporting being
scared of orangutans in their farmland and returning home to feel safe.
These issues can result in substantial
economic losses for local people and
increase the likelihood of retribution
killing, so our team spend a large
amount of their time subduing tenHuman-Orangutan
Conflict sions.
Community Prevention Units
Although it is always a last resort,
Community support and the involve- there are times when we have to
ment of local people is integral to rescue orangutans. Nevertheless,
the long-term conservation of wild- without our highly respected HOC
life and the environment. After run- Community Prevention Units, econing our HOC Community Preven- nomic losses and the corresponding
tion Units for 12 months, we evalu- negative
actions
inflicted
on
ated them and jointly decided to orangutans by local agricultural comdisband the unit in Tanjung Baik Budi munities would be much higher.
due to a vast reduction in HOC incidents there (the locals continue to Human-Orangutan Conflict Remonitor on their own, which is great search and Monitoring
news). We decided to establish a Our HOC Response Team travels to
new village unit in a high HOC vil- areas we know from surveys have, or
lage called Tanjung Pura, not far are at risk from, a high degree of
from our Orangutan Rehabilitation HOC, and provides training on the
and Conservation centre. This village most effective mitigation techniques
asked that we train four of their vil- or monitors orangutans at risk. The
lagers, instead of the usual two, to team has had great success in prebe our eyes and ears on the ground. venting HOC and limiting the number of orangutans needing to be res-
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cued, but in 2015 we faced the most
difficult time in our history: fires —
typically started by local farmers for
slash-and-burn agriculture and industrial plantations for land clearing —
spread out of control. The El Niño
drought exacerbated them. Though
it is difficult to determine how much
orangutan habitat was destroyed,
independent observers estimate as
much as 30%. These fires are believed to be the worst in Indonesia
since those of 1997-98, which destroyed ca 5,000,000 hectares of
forest (Yeager et al., 2003).
Our entire team worked overtime,
with the help of an army of local volunteers, to put out fires, monitor
hotspot areas and rescue or translocate orangutans. Since June 2015,
when the dry season started, our
team has rescued 46 orangutans.
Thankfully, rains resumed at the end
of 2015 and put out the fires. Immediately, YIARI began examining the
locations of the most severe fires
and initiated education activities and
patrols to prevent HOC and future
fires. Much of this activity revolved
around the Community Forest of
Pematang Gadung and Sungai Besar,
a 21,000 hectare forest block that is
home to a large orangutan population in West Kalimantan. Although
we are still assessing the extent of
the damage to this forest, as much as
1,500 hectares may have been burnt.

Our education and outreach programme is a vital part of our orangutan conversation project. The rapid
rate of deforestation is pushing
orangutans closer to human communities as they search for food. As a
HOC mitigation strategy, our team
has an extensive education programme that teaches people in potential HOC areas what to do if they
come across an orangutan, and why
they are so important to the forest
ecosystem. Based on our social survey results, we designed our education events to target key audiences
(e.g., women’s groups or religious
gatherings), to reduce fear of
orangutans, or to engage with young
people and encourage them to become involved in environmental protection. We focus our awareness
efforts in those areas where we feel
education is most needed. During
this project period, we visited 39
schools, 16 villages and 25 subvillages, and carried out 10 conservation camps and 9 Focus Group Discussions using a mixture of educational activities. Activities reached
more than 5957 people and included:





Our HOC activities and the contin- 
ued wet season have had a knock-on
effect on the number of orangutans
needing rescue. January to June of
this year was substantially calmer, 
with 14 orangutans needing rescue.
Community
education
awareness events

NEWS 2016

and

Oil palm plantation education
events reaching 46 people
 10 mosques for conservation and
religion reaching 558 people
 2 international events reaching
298 people
 2
customary Dayak events
reaching 828 people


We also held events to celebrate
International Orangutan Day on the
Aug. 19 2015. The theme of the day
was “Come play a role in saving and
conserving orangutans!”. We invited
local communities from six villages
surrounding our rescue and rehabilitation centre to visit the centre and
gave them an overview of YIARI and
our activities. The presentation explained how many orangutans are in
the sanctuary and why they are
there. It also described the work the
local keepers and baby sitters do on
a daily basis. The audience was given
advice on what they can do to help
reduce the number of orangutans
brought to the sanctuary and what to
do if they find rehabilitated
orangutans on their land. We also
held a series of competitions :

 story telling competition. Chil13 puppet shows with 716 eledren from the junior high school
mentary students
wrote stories about how they
17 conservation lectures with
can help save orangutans, then
703 junior high school students
stood up before a crowd at our
9 conservation lectures with 339
sanctuary and passionately (and
senior high school students
rather animatedly) told their sto4 conservation lectures with 635
ries. 11children took part.
university students
 drawing competition: 15 children
28 conservation lectures and
produced posters based on the
Pedal Power film screenings in
theme of the day
HOC/forest edge communities,
 comic competition: 13 children
with 1722 people
produced comics illustrating how
10 conservation camps with 112
they can help reverse the trend
high school students, with the
in orangutan extinction
theme “Transforming the youth
 stand-up comedy competition: 7
of today to be active conservapeople took part;
tionists”

BOS Canada
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Community Conflict Prevention Unit Activities.
Left photo: Orangutan Caring Week Lecture.. Right photo: HOC event

 instagram competition: 14 peo-

awareness of orangutan and habitat
conservation. This year we held multiple events in two areas: Ketapang
Then on the 23rd August 2015, we a
town and Pontianak, the capital city
held an event at the Borneo City
of west Kalimantan:
Mall in Ketapang to present the winners of competition numbers 2-5.  orangutan conservation exhibiThree separate talk shows were also
tion, puppet show and quizzes
held. The HOC-Education coordina-  instagram with the following
tor discussed what International
hashtag (#) #SayangiOrangutan
Orangutan Day is and how people
#Yayasan IAR Indonesia dan
can get involved in the future. Pro#PPO 2015
gramme Manager, Dr Gail Campbell-  English club conservation awareSmith, talked about YIARI, what it is
ness lecture
and how it came to be, orangutan  orangutan and environmental
population numbers, drivers of their
education lectures in four faculextinction and what people can do
ties in Pontianak University; and,
to reverse this trend. The local Na-  conservation campaign car free
ture Conservation Agency (BKSDA)
day (Ketapang and Pontianak)
explained who they are and the laws
These events help people of all ages
surrounding orangutans in Borneo.
understand and appreciate their
The event was judged a great succountry's natural resources and wildcess in terms of raising local awarelife and learn how to conserve them
ness of YIARIs work and of the isfor future generations. Through
sues threatening the future of
structured educational experiences
orangutans in Borneo.
and activities targeted to varying age
We also celebrated Orangutan Car- groups and populations, conservaing Week, or "Pekan Peduli Orangu- tion education enables people to
tan", a worldwide event held annual- realize how natural resources and
ly every November to raise global ecosystems affect each other and
ple took part.

how resources can be used wisely.
Through these events, people develop the critical thinking skills they
need to understand the complexities
of ecological problems. They also
encourage people to act on their
own to conserve natural resources
and use them responsibly by making
informed resource decisions.
We recently expanded our HOC
mitigation strategy work into a neighbouring region, working closely with
an already established NGO in the
area. Yayasan Alam Sehat Lestari
(known locally as Klinik ASRI)
formed a Forest Guardians program
in 2010 that aims to involve the 23
village communities directly adjacent
to Gulung Palung National Park, in
Kayong Utara. Forest Guardians participate in and monitor community
reforestation efforts and also keep an
eye out for illegal logging and unsustainable farming, activities that destroy the forest. ASRI uses this information to produce an incentive system: individuals from villages engaged
in reforestation efforts benefit from
discounted healthcare at the ASRI

BOS Canada
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clinic while those from villages that Over the last 12 months we have
carry out illegal logging do not.
been working with seven large oil
palm companies and one legal timber
In the coming months we will work
company. In conjunction with the
closely with ASRI’s Forest Guardians
Orangutan Tropical Peatland Project
by training them in HOC verification
(OuTrop), our staff have undertaken
and mitigation methods, facilitating
nest census and habitat feasibility
them to be our eyes and ears on the
surveys in two oil palm concessions
ground in this region. Between the
and one legal timber concession. In
months of Sept and Oct. 2015, we
the remaining five palm oil compaworked in 6 HOC affected villages in
nies, we have conducted ground
Kayong Utara. We trained ASRI’s
checking surveys and found evidence
Forest Guardians on how to produce
of orangutan nests. We also providbamboo firecracker cannons and
ed training to conservation teams
how to apply them in the context of
solely employed by the concessions
HOC mitigation strategies. Armed
to follow and record behavioral data
with this knowledge and tools, we
and movement patterns of wild
hope that they can reduce HOC
orangutans on their land. Undertrends in these areas, and increase
standing how wild orangutans living
awareness of HOC, conservation and
in agricultural concessions modify
environmental issues in these villages.
their behavior and ecology, and comparing it to how wild orangutans live
Working with agro-industries
in normal forest conditions, can imLarge industries are among the great- prove our understanding of how
est threats to South East Asia’s for- orangutans survive in modified landests and biodiversity. In Indonesia, oil scapes and make it easier to assess
palm is driving the conversion of tens their survival prospects. We have
of thousands of hectares of peatlands also begun working with these comand lowland forest in Indonesia, put- panies to produce suitable siteting orangutans at risk, increasing the specific conservation and habitat
likelihood of forests fires, and trig- management plans.
gering large emissions of greenhouse
gases. Timber, mining and the pulp Orangutans can range over large areand paper industry is also posing sig- as so it is important that they be able
nificant threats to orangutan habitat to move across and between concessions freely. Funding from BOSin Borneo and Sumatra.
Canada has allowed us to engage

with neighbouring concessions of
seven target companies and on Sept.
30 2015, YIARI held the first ever
multi-stakeholder workshop entitled
‘Building a Landscape Agreement for
Orangutans’. YIARI partnered in this
workshop with both the West Kalimantan BKSDA and the Agricultural
Department. The aim of the event
was to bring oil palm plantation companies into the discussion about landscape level conservation, and we
were happy that so many local oil
palm companies attended.
The workshop’s outcome was an
agreement
for
NGOs,
agroindustries and government to work
together to produce and implement
better management practices for the
conservation of orangutans on plantations, and to work to improve legislation for the development of sustainable palm oil. Dialogue has continued since the workshop. We are
now working on a collaborative landscape-level program to link the forest
blocks of Gunung Palung National
Park and Gunung Tarak Nature Reserve with the more southerly Sungai
Putri forest block, and are in the process of signing a Memorandum of
Understanding with a palm oil company to restore HCV (high conservation value) habitat, including areas of
deep peat, on their plantation.

Yayasan IAR Indonesia
Main Office:
Jl. Curug Nangka,
Kp. Sinarwangi, RT.04/05,
16610 Ciapus-Bogor, Indonesia
Tel./Fax: +62 (0) 251 838 9232
PO Box 125 Bogor 16001.

Kalimantan Office:
Jl.Merak No. 02, RT 016/RW008
Kelurahan Sampit,
Kecamatan Delta Pawan 78812
Ketapang, Indonesia
Tel/Fax: +62 (0) 534 303 8075

Email and Website
Informasi@internationalanimalrescue.org www.internationalanimalrescue.org
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Arboreal positioning and travel in Kutai NP
Orangutans
Sarah Iannicello, York University, Toronto CANADA
Following a post-undergraduate internship at Project OK in Kutai NP, I
entered an Environmental Studies
Masters’ program at York University.
For my final project, I spent 3
months collecting data on the East
Bornean orangutan subspecies, Pongo
pygmaeus morio. My project focus
was orangutan positional behaviour
in their arboreality. More simply put
– I wanted to study how they move
through their ever-changing world.

boreal primates and such heavy bodies make navigating their unstable
environment a complicated task: it
requires continuous consideration
and reconsideration. Orangutans
must assess each substrate’s
strength, learn how to identify which
trees, branches, and vines are dead
and so incapable of supporting them,
assess gaps in the canopy and the
safest way to cross them and various
other complexities.

Bornean orangutans were just recently reclassified from “endangered”
to “critically endangered”, i.e., at
even greater risk of extinction, so
information like this has the potential
to provide further insight into their
lives – a necessary basis for providing them effective protection.
Orangutans are the largest living ar-

The primary purpose of my project is
to compare my 2015-16 data on Kutai NP orangutans’ positional and
locomotor behavior with data from a
very similar study in Kutai NP by
Cant in 1982. There was a powerful
El Niño in 1982 that caused severe
drought, which presumably affected
orangutan behavior: different foods
needed to be found, in different ways

and in different locations. My data
were also collected during an El Niño
drought, this one among the strongest on record (see Dr. Russon’s report elsewhere in this newsletter).
Comparing orangutan positional and
locomotor behavior during periods
of environmental hardship can offer
insight into P. p. morio’s adaptability,
flexibility and resilience.
Further, similar studies have been
conducted on Sumatran orangutans
(P. abelii) and comparisons between
the two orangutan species have relied only on Cant’s findings, so the
information I collected has the potential to broaden understanding of
the Bornean orangutan repertoire
and patterns. I have not yet completed my comparisons, but my preliminary results suggest differences
between my findings and Cant’s that
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change the picture of Bornean- old juvenile, Langit (meaning ‘sky’).
Sumatran comparisons.
Langit was already making and often
sleeping in her own nests, but still
Teaching and learning within the
followed her mother throughout the
mother-infant relationship is a fundaday and depended on Labu to show
mental process, and learning how to
her where to find food.
navigate arboreal environments safely
and efficiently is critical to survival. One day, this pair approached a towFor example, major foods like fruits ering tree with an abundance of fruit
are often on terminal (thinner) at the top, enough so that it was visibranches so obtaining them may re- ble from the forest floor. Labu and
quire special arboreal skills. Effective Langit entered an adjacent tree, and
arboreal travel is also necessary for it looked as if Labu intended to make
safety and conflict avoidance. Off- her way into that large tree to get
spring look to their mothers to help that fruit. Langit immediately burst
them learn to navigate life in the into a screaming fit, but from below
trees, especially as they progress it wasn’t readily apparent why.
from being carried to independent
Labu, after several minutes of trying
travel and grow heavier.
to grab her squirming, screaming
I was lucky to witness several such daughter, finally got Langit to cling to
learning moments during my time at her back (an unusual way to travel at
Dr. Russon’s research camp in Kutai that age). Then Labu climbed the
NP. Labu (meaning ‘pumpkin’) is an large tree with her arms wrapped
adult female who resides in the area widely around the trunk, carrying
near camp. She is approximately 28 Langit. Labu also bit into the trunk’s
years old, and was pregnant in July bark as she climbed: it looked to us
2015 and still supporting her 5 year like a technique for gaining extra sup-

port as she worked her way up.
Langit ate fruit with Labu until Labu
moved to descend, at which point
Langit, without fuss, got back onto
Labu’s back and rode along as Labu
climbed down the trunk the same
way.
The bite lesson must have taken, because later that month Langit was
seen using the bite-the-bark technique by herself.
Given the Bornean orangutan’s critically endangered status, the importance of Kutai NP as protected P
p, morio habitat, and increasing anthropogenic threats to the park
(extractive industries like mining and
logging, forest ‘conversion’ to agriculture), any information collected on
the park’s orangutans can be used to
improve conservation approaches
that aim to fend off the looming
threat of extinction. I hope my findings prove useful and contribute to
the effort to conserve this beloved
and important orangutan population.

BOS Canada Donation
I would like to make a tax-deductible donation of $ ____________ to BOS Canada
to support orangutan protection projects.
Name:

____________________________________________________________________________

Address:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Phone:

__________________________

email:

_____________________________________

Send this form with your donation to BOS Canada, 74 Boultbee Av., Toronto ON M4J 1B1, Canada
To be eligible for a charitable receipt, donations must have a minimum value of $20 CAD
BOS Canada is a registered Canadian Charity # 86282 4786 RR0001
You can also donate online, by credit card, through our web site www.orangutan.ca
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Conservation Management of Orangutans in
Indonesia
Gastrointestinal parasites and impacts of stress

Antasiswa W. Rosetyadewi, Murdoch Univ. Australia
Editor’s Note. I am very pleased with BOS
Canada’s grant to Anta’s PhD project. I have
known her for over 15 years, first when she
worked as a veterinarian with rehabilitant
orangutans, later when she became a faculty member in Veterinary Science at Gadjah
Mada University in Indonesia, and now as a
PhD student in Conservation Medicine in
Australia. I think she’s absolutely fabulous
and stands to make very important contributions to orangutan conservation in her
home country, Indonesia. Here she provides
a progress report—her field work on
orangutans is still in progress.

Background
Managing the health of orang-utans
while they are undergoing rehabilitation is vital, to ensure animals are
healthy when they are released into
the wild to help sustain wild populations. Despite this, orang-utan health
research has been limited. In particular, there is a need to study gastrointestinal parasite infections – and
the impacts of stress on such infections – in rehabilitation centres, release sites, and wild populations.
With BOS Canada support, I am undertaking this research.

boja Lestari rehabilitation centre, (2)
Kehje Sewen forest and (3) Kutai
National Park. I also want to conduct
a retrospective epidemiological analysis of health records kept at five
rehabilitation centres in Kalimantan
and Sumatra over a 10-year period,
to determine the types and prevalence of gastrointestinal parasitic infections at each centre, and identify
any risk factors associated with these
The journey of my study so far
infections. My hope is that my findI started my PhD in June 2014. My ings will enable management recomresearch objectives are to analyse mendations to reduce infections.
orangutan gastrointestinal parasites My PhD study began with several
and associated risk factors – includ- induction programmes through Auing the relationship between stress sAID and Murdoch Univ., after which
(including nutritional stress) and gas- I wrote a research proposal and littrointestinal parasitic infections – erature review that were reviewed
among captive, released and wild and accepted by Murdoch University.
orangutan populations in East Kali- (This included a daunting seminar
mantan. The orangutan populations I presentation of my proposal).
will be working with are at (1) Sam-

Then my preparations for field research began. This was a demanding
process: I needed to obtain legal permits from several different Indonesian
authorities, including the Indonesian
Scientific Authority LIPI, and the Ministry of Forestry (due to the collection
of samples from endangered species).
Concurrently I applied for and was
awarded an Animal Ethics Permit from
Murdoch University’s Animal Ethics
Committee, along with other authorisations to use biological materials and
chemical reagents, and to conduct
field research outside Australia. Although all my sampling methods are
completely non-invasive, these permits still each require substantial work
to obtain approval.
Through early 2016, I focused on validating the methods for my research. I
am very grateful to the local zoo,
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Some of the instruments involved in this research
Left: Nanodrop spectrophotometer, one of the instruments I used during methods
validation to quantify DNA yield. Right: Part of the DNA extraction procedure
Perth Zoo, for providing orangutan
faecal samples so that I could do this
validation. The validation included
trials of various methods for identifying parasites using light and fluorescence microscopy, faecal culture and
molecular identification. Given that
once in the field in Indonesia, my
sample collection sites will include
areas without electricity or power of
any kind, I also spent time investigating alternative methods.

modest facilities and resources available for my work in Kalimantan, I
stopped in Java on the way, to obtain essential laboratory equipment
and reagents to enable me to set
up my laboratory in Kalimantan.
Now I am settling into Kalimantan,
setting up my lab, and beginning the
work I have been looking forward
to: direct health work with orangutans. These animals are among my
greatest passions, and my concern
for their long-term survival is the reaWorking through my validation of
son I decided to do this research.
methods has given me a newfound
confidence. I have developed my la- I am currently based at BOS Samboja
boratory skills, and experiencing and Lestari, and am very grateful for the
overcoming various challenges during warm welcome I have received from
the validation process has also BOS’ staff - who have greeted me not
helped my expectations that I can merely as a researcher but as a friend
anticipate and manage other hurdles who shares the same passion as
that may present themselves during theirs. I have started to collect urine
my research. Excitingly, the field- and faecal samples from the
work part of my project has now orangutans at BOS Samboja Lestari.
commenced. As of August 2016, I Once this sampling is complete, I will
have been in Indonesia for several undertake similar sampling with
weeks. In anticipation of the very orangutans at Kutai National Park

and Kehje Sewen forest. Processing of
faecal samples will include several tests
which I will be able to run here in Kalimantan, with part of each sample
stored in preservation reagents to be
examined further in more sophisticated laboratories in Java. Urine parameters are being measured directly after
collection.
Within the next 11 months I will also
be visiting orangutan rehabilitation
centres in Central Kalimantan, West
Kalimantan, Jambi and North Sumatra,
to gather data on the orangutans’
health records for my retrospe ctive
epidemiological study.
Working on the field, in the forests, I
imagine that challenges will lie ahead.
But when I think of the crucial information for orang-utan conservation
that I will have by the end of my research, I feel very excited.
Salam Lestari
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Adopt a wild Orangutan in Kutai National Park
(see www.orangutan.ca)
Adoption donations help protect wild orangutans in Kutai
National Park, through the Orangutan Kutai Project and Kutai
National Park Authorities. The Orangutan Kutai Project has
found over 40 orangutans at its field site within the national
park, and you can adopt one of them.
What adoptions support.

Darwin 2011

These orangutans are wild, so
your adoption supports efforts to protect them and
their habitat by helping to
fund OK's collaborative work
with Kutai NP authorities. OK
does not interfere with their
lives beyond monitoring and
strives to minimize impact on
the park itself. The project’s
regular work involves following these orangutans nest to
nest, monitoring conditions
(food availability, weather)
that influence their health,
habitat use and travel, and
monitoring human incursions
into Kutai National Park.

OK activities support Kutai’s orangutans in these ways:
• Understanding. Following and monitoring improves understanding of these orangutans’ behaviour, life patterns, preferences, and forest needs.

• Speaking out. Publicizing findings to scientific, political, and
public audiences raises awareness of the recovery of Kutai's
orangutan population and habitat, their importance, and their
unique qualities.
• Being there. Field researchers are recognized to help protect orangutans and habitat by their regular presence and
monitoring. OK field staff are continuously active in the park
and have already helped reduce illegal human activities there.
• Enhancing conservation effectiveness. The OK project
applies its findings about KNP orangutans and habitat to develop more effective orangutan conservation and management
programs around the park.
What we give back to donors.
We cannot guarantee to monitor
each individual orangutan adoptee
continuously—youngsters grow
up and leave their mothers, and
mature males are often transient
visitors.
We will send an annual newsletter
to active donors that reports the
year's major orangutan events,
new scientific findings and contributions to conservation, and updated photographs and stories on
all the adoptees that could be
found and monitored.

2016 Adoptee updates
We have few orangutan updates for 2016 because this year, again, we found very few of them. It was not
for lack of trying. Our field teams spent more time searching in the last two years than we have in the past.
This year, even more than last, climate conditions were clearly responsible for their absence. The El Niño
event discussed in this year’s newsletter was causing serious drought conditions by August that continued
longer than originally predicted, until the middle of 2016. The drought caused food scarcities for our
orangutans, which is probably why we saw them rarely. Fortunately, our study area suffered no fires.
When we did find orangutans, they were west or south of our main study area. All those that we recognized appeared to be coping well and East Bornean orangutans are adapted to periodic El Niño droughts, so
hopefully they will all survive this exceptionally severe one.
In the meantime, we’re still looking for them.
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We did not find Darwin at all in 2014, although he had been a regular and a favorite in our area since 2011. We found him twice in
2015, alone in June and with Chelsea in Sept, in the same riverine
areas he previously used.
We estimated his age at about 8 years old in 2011 so he is now
about 12. He’s still an adolescent and he has always been an eventempered one. In 2012 he was starting to annoy females with sexual overtures but more as a pest than seriously, and in 2013 he associated in friendly fashion with 3 other young males, Adam, Chelsea,
Jenggot. In 2015, we found him with Chelsea but appeared to be
annoyed with Chelsea’s presence rather than friendly, as he was
been in the past. It may have been a simple difference of opinion
but might also indicate of increasing competitiveness between
males as they near maturity.

Langit

Labu &
Luna

Labu, Langit, and Luna. Labu is an adult female orangutan with two daughters, Langit (now near 6 yrs old) and Luna (just
turning 1 yr old, born in the bad drought). They range in the SE part of our study area, which was the best of a bad situation
during the 2015-16 El Niño. Labu is the mother caring for two young at a time, and the female who fought with an intruder
female during the drought. We’re following Labu and her family with great interest to see how they manage the difficult job of
finding enough food for all three of them, and to see how long Langit remains with her mother and baby sister.

Chelsea
We met Chelsea early in 2010 as a young
juvenile, ca 6-7 yrs old, still with his mother
Uci. Uci had resumed mating when we met
her so we assumed she was pregnant or soon
would be. As she prepared for a new baby,
we expected Chelsea to separate from her
and become independent. The last time we
saw him with Uci was June 29, 2010. We did
see him alone a couple of times later in 2010,
between Aug. and Dec. Then he disappeared.
We did not see Chelsea again until two years
later, Jan. 8, 2012. It is often difficult to identify
orangutans after absences this long but we all
agreed this was Chelsea. That year we followed him in the hills south of our camp in Jan.
and Feb., and in our riverine area in April. He
tried to mate with Putri, our adult female,
associated with other adolescent (Darwin,
Adam) and unflanged adult (Kalem) males, and

fled from Otoy, our flanged male. Kalem and
Otoy had both traveled with Uci in 2010,
while Chelsea was with her. In Apr. 2012,
Chelsea used areas Uci used in 2010. These
two historical tidbits suggest a long-term basis
for Chelsea’s 2012 social and ranging patterns.
In 2013, we followed Chelsea in March, in our
riverine area, probably for the fruits available
there at that time. By then a large, sturdy,
energetic adolescent about 9 yrs old, he was
increasingly difficult to follow because he traveled long distances, often on the ground.
In Oct. 2014 we found a male, possibly Chelsea, and managed to follow him for one day.
He was in an outer part of our study area
(inland, west) so he may be avoiding the riverine areas that were wind damaged.
In Sept. 2015 we found him with Darwin, eating riverine fruits. Darwin was annoyed with
Chelsea, so their association was tense.

Chelsea 2012
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Putri, Pur, and Pan (previously known as P3)
Putri is the only adult female regularly in our study area. We have
typically found her often in our riverine area, March through SeptOct, then rarely until early the next year (Jan. or Feb.). She has remained annoyed to see us, although by now we have followed her
for dozens of days and hundreds of hours. At least she sometimes
complains (throws branches, kiss-squeaks, hides, escapes) less than
she used to. Her regular activities are still mostly foraging and caring
for Pur, her son (who we estimate is now 6-7 years old) although
she was mating with males in 2012 and clearly pregnant as 2013
progressed. In 2013, up to the publication of our newsletter, we
followed Putri and Pur relatively often and watched her baby bump
get bigger and bigger .
Near the end of 2013, our field team found Putri with Pur and a tiny
new baby. The baby, who looked only a month or two old at the
time, was healthy but of questionable sex. (Questionable only because observers couldn’t see the critical body parts). Putri was understandably very protective off him/her and kept humans on the far
side as much as possible, so our observers couldn’t get a good look.
We saw Putri a few times in 2014, with both her young, but not for
long. I found her once, in June, near our post. She was extremely
annoyed to see me. We managed to follow her but not for long; she
escaped us within two days. The same thing happened later in the
year. On top of losing her quickly, we have tracked her much farther inland from our camp that we have in the past. We have suspected that her range is much larger than the area we see her using
around our camp and along the river, but never thought she’d travel
as far away as she did this year. Given 2014’s unusual weather, she
may be using parts of the forest farther from our camp because the
areas where we have “normally” followed her are currently less
productive of food, and other areas are.
In 2015, because of our difficulties finding orangutans, we made
several nest censuses to determine what areas orangutans have
been using. We found heavy nest concentrations in Dipertocarp
species trees. Fruiting in these species is typically triggered by El
Niño droughts, so orangutans may have been focusing their feeding
on these rarely available fruits. We did find Putri, Pan and Pur this
year—no new pictures, though—and in April they did focus on
eating Dipterocarp fruits. Interesting is that Pan is now two years
old and Pur must be at least seven, yet Pur still seem to spend most

Putri, Pur, and Pan (2013)
of his time with Putri and Pan. In 2016 our teams did meet Pur alone, and Putri
may have been the female that fought with Labu (see earlier story). Putri has
been followed into the SE part of our research area so, given poor food availability during the drought, she may have entered Labu’s area in.desperation
Otoy, 2012

Otoy.
Late in 2012 Otoy mated with Putri - not enough to conclude
he fathered Pan but it’s possible. In 2013 we found him a few
times but had difficulties following him because he is unafraid
of humans, often travels on the ground, and easily disappears
in brambles, ginger patches, or bamboo stands—where he is
dangerous to follow. When we have accidentally come too
close, he has turned and taken a swipe at whoever is closest.
We found Otoy rarely in 2014 and 2015 (just once each yeat)
but then several times in 2016. He had wounds in 2014,
probably from fighting another male, and disappeared quickly
on the ground. In 2015 and in 2016, he was alone, healthy,
and focused on resting and eating.
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Orangutans in the News — 2016
NOAA, the ‘failed’ 2014-15 El Niño and the 2015-16 El Niño
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/elnino/news-story/how-failed-2014-15-el-nino-fueled-strong-2015-16-el-nino
https://www.climate.gov/enso
Nature, Indonesia blazes threaten endangered orangutans
http://www.nature.com/news/indonesia-blazes-threaten-endangered-orangutans-1.18714
New Scientist, lethal female orangutan aggression
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2076333-first-case-of-lethal-female-aggression-seen-in-orangutans/
BBC Earth: orangutans and monkeys that have to cope with disasters
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160819-the-monkeys-and-apes-that-brave-hurricanes-and-wildfires
2016 Orangutan PHVA (Population and Habitat Viability Analysis) introduction
http://forina.or.id/phvaou/introduction/
The Guardian & Int’l Bus Times, Bornean orangutans reclassified from Endangered to Critically Endangered
http://www.ibtimes.com/bornean-orangutan-now-critically-endangered-iucn-2389799
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jul/07/bornean-orangutan-declared-critically-endangered-as-forests-shrink

Sumatran Orangutan Society: A hard-fought SOS win for orangutans
http://www.orangutans-sos.org/news/534_palm-oil-company-kicked-out-of-sustainability-body-for-bulldozingorangutan-habitat
New Report: The Palm Oil Paradox Sustainable Solutions to Save The Great Apes
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B905EWfGAuQVMERoeGRIS2dsbG8/view
Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort in Sabah finally closes its orangutan ‘rehabilitation’ operation
http://cleanmalaysia.com/2016/04/09/last-two-orangutans-are-released-from-rasa-ria-resort-in-sabah/
National Geographic: 10 of the Most Stunning Wildlife Pictures of the Year (see the first one)
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/10/wildlife-photographers-winners-animals/ ?utm_ source= NatGeocom&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=inside_20161103_intl&utm_campaign=Content&utm_rd=900743546
Our photos of Kutai NP orangutans (P. p. morio) on the IUCN Red List website
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/63544/0
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